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1.1 Disclaimer, Risks and Definitions
S.No Definition Description
1

1.

Considerations

2

Company

Football Fan Limited

Connected
Businesses

Any small, medium or large enterprise
that has a football-focused business and
is leveraging the ‘Football Fan’ platform
for their products or services.

S.No

Definition Description

7

IP

Intellectual Property

8

NFT

Non-Fungible Token

9

Partners

Any connected business, individual,
accelerator, an investor in a direct or
indirect commercial relationship with
the Football Fan Limited.

3

DApps

Distributed Applications

4

DPoS

Delegated Proof of Stake

10

PoS

Proof of Stakes

5

FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions

11

SoE

System of Engagement

6

FT

Fungible Token

12

SoR

System of Records

Football Fan Limited is a company incorporated in England and Wales with company registration number 11927595. The registered
office address is 5a-7a St. James's Road, Croydon, CR0 2SB, United Kingdom and the trading address is City Point, 1 Ropemaker Street,
London, EC2Y 9AW, United Kingdom.
Contact email address is support@footballfanapp.com

1.2 IP Rights
FanCoin® IP rights are fully owned by Football Fan Limited.
Football Fan Limited has obtained a European trademark with
the registration number 018306493 for the word FanCoin®.
© 2019-2022 Football Fan Ltd. All rights reserved.

Football (‘Soccer’ to some) is the biggest
sport, and one of the most popular forms of
entertainment in the world. It is followed by
46% of the world population either by playing,
2.

The World of
Football and
its Fans

watching or following a club(s) or team(s).
This amounts to more than 3.5+ billion people
globally. Alongside more established markets
like Europe, Africa, South America, Middle East
and the Far East, it is also growing in emerging
markets like the USA, China and India. Popular
football players such as Cristiano Ronaldo
and Lionel Messi have some of the biggest
followings on social media platforms.
On average, a modern football fan follows 3-4
football clubs or teams, actively support their
national football team, often identifying
strongly with fans supporting the same club.
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Worldwide Billions of Football Fans
Looking to Connect
2.

The World of
Football and
its Fans

Manager/
Player/Club
Updates

Pre/In/Post
Game

Rumours/
Transfers

Gaming/
Betting

Merchandise Streaming/
Content

Ticketing/
Advertising

And Many
More . . .

Passionate
and Vocal
Fans

Global Sport with Year-Round Dynamic Action

Millions of Daily Interactions

Lack of Dedicated
Platform for
Football Fans
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2.

The World of
Football and
its Fans

Aside from matchday alone, fans like to express themselves by
engaging with content such as manager, player, club or team
updates, pre or post-game analysis, transfer rumours and
more. All this action happens on various social media platforms,
forums or blogs. A fan in the UK alone spends an average of
£1122 per year to meet their daily footballing needs such as
tickets, streaming, memorabilia, merchandise, gaming and
more.
A typical fan goes to different platforms for tickets, streaming,
merchandise, memorabilia, gaming and other activities, with
many apps and websites - whether official/club run or
independent. As they are not geared specifically for fans, they
are by default more restrictive platforms.
Football fans are a prime target for businesses (football and
non-football) due to the nature of the engaging and connected
audience. But it all comes at a steep price if done during the
games on traditional broadcasting mediums such as TV or
radio or in a stadium. If social media is leveraged as a
marketing channel, then it results in a lot of wastage in the
untargeted audience because of something as simple as the
different names used to refer to the game such as football in
Europe, Futbol in South America and Soccer in the USA and
so on.
There are also other football-focused businesses or individual
freelancers such as football influencers, writers, journalists,
coaches, trainers, nutritionists, scouts and so on, who find it

1

Forbes: The rise of niche and vertical social networks

2

Medium: Instagram is dead it just doesn’t know it yet

3

Medium: Facebook is dead it just doesn’t know it yet

challenging, time-consuming and expensive to target those
same football fans. For football players, social media has
become part of their career, and whilst famous and prominent
football players have no problems in attracting a large fanbase,
by and large, many players still find it challenging to identify
and reach their fans.
Some interesting studies have shown that the influx of large
amounts of generic information and content on social media
platforms has led users to leave those platforms and join
platforms of their interest to connect with like-minded people so-called ‘vertical’ social networks
ü Forbes: The rise of niche and vertical social networks 1
ü Medium: Instagram is dead it just doesn’t know it yet 2
ü Medium: Facebook is dead it just doesn’t know it yet 3
The challenge for everyone involved in the football industry is
that all this potential is scattered all over the Internet. Everything
is becoming a niche in modern times where the explosion of
unwanted and untargeted information can be overwhelming
to manage.
We have identified the need for a dedicated football platform
where like-minded people can connect, share and collaborate
in an interactive multi-directional manner, instead of traditional
one-way “business to consumer” information models.
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3.1 Football Fan - Ecosystem
The ‘Football Fan’ app plays an important role
as a dedicated football platform for everyone
3.

The
Football
Fan App

connected with football to discover, connect,
collaborate and interact with like-minded
people. It is a unique platform, owned by fans
owning equity shares in the platform. It was
oversubscribed by 314% in its crowdfunding
campaign on Crowdcube, making fans equity
shareholders in this growing football ecosystem.
This fan-owned football platform is not only for
fans, but it is for everyone connected with
football. Whether clubs, players, influencers,
journalists and a range of large, established
sports-oriented businesses and small and
medium businesses such as nutritionists,
fitness trainers, local recreational centres etc.
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3.

The
Football
Fan App

The platform is driven by fans posting their football-focussed
content such as videos, photos, podcasts. They can create or
join chat rooms, follow live scores, or latest news from
various football leagues and cups from around the world.
The ‘Football Fan’ app offers a seamless blend of SportsTech
with various business opportunities for the football industry
such as merchandise, advertising, ticketing, parking, travel,
streaming, gaming and content thus, opening the door
to greater interactivity, collaboration, communication
and personalisation.
The ‘Football Fan’ app is available to download from iOS
and Android app stores. It is used by tens of thousands of
fans that have generated millions of interactions and are
growing regularly creating a healthy eco-system for
everyone involved.

The aim of the ‘Football Fan’ app is to
become the ‘fan-owned, fan-led one-stop
shop for anything to do with football’.
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3.2 FanCoin® – An Overview

3.

The
Football
Fan App

The ‘Football Fan’ app-based platform has a proprietary
concept of rewarding its contributors for all forms of
fan-led activities within the platform with unique tokens
called FanCoin®. This is achieved within the ‘Football Fan’
app with rules and logic SoE coded within its functionality
alongside SoR for allocation of FanCoin® to the users of the
app for various eligible activities.
FanCoin®

The app, together with the
token,
creates a rich platform for football fanatics, connected
businesses, partners and professionals around the globe with
an intuitive way of connecting, interacting and offering several
business opportunities. It creates an ecosystem where FanCoin®
becomes the default means of the transaction on the platform
between anyone who uses the platform. Some of the examples
of such transactions are:

Play games using FanCoin®
Buy merchandise using FanCoin®
The idea of formally launching the FanCoin® digital token,
fulfilled and form part of a blockchain platform’s wider
ecosystem, has always resonated well within the ‘Football Fan’
community, and is part of the ‘Football Fan’ ethos to foster user
interaction and innovation within the community of football fans
and connected businesses.

FanCoin® strengthens the core platform capabilities with:

ü Store of Value: FanCoin® token augments the value
collected (via in-app activities), traded (in exchange of
products or services) or purchased (in-lieu of rights to
promote or participate in marketplace activities) with
liquidity in fiat-currency.

ü Wallet: FanCoin® Wallet – a soft mobile-based secure
digital wallet to cryptographically secure their FanCoin®.

ü Smart Contract – FanCoin® transfer from one account
to another, now being committed to distributed nodes in
the blockchain network, makes FanCoin® transactions fully
auditable, final & immutable – i.e., can’t be altered, and
secured by cryptographically signed transactions.

ü Marketplace – Launch of FanCoin® token paves the way for
creation and execution of in-app marketplace with FanCoin®
tokens for the users to access products and services offered
by participating individuals and businesses or partners.
Intrinsically, FanCoin® digital token is a fungible digital
asset that is used as a medium of exchange (traded) inside
the ‘Football Fan’ eco-system serving its fanbase and its
growing community.
With FanCoin® we aim for our global football fanbase, our
eco-system of connected businesses and partners, and our
stakeholders and shareholders to own a part of the next
generation fan engagement platform.
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3.3 The Platform – Fans,
Professionals Engagement Model
3.

The
Football
Fan App

At its core, the functionality of FanCoin® digital
tokens are woven into the eco-system of
‘Football Fan’, driven by football fans in an
immersive engagement model, with fans
creating and contributing their own footballfocused content with a ‘by the fans, for the fans’
ethos.
All forms of a fan’s activities on the app, including connection
and collaboration with fellow fans or with the clubs or teams,
active involvement in fan posts, videos, podcasts, highlights,
chat rooms, banter and opinions/reactions to the latest results,
involves the use and movement of FanCoin®. This occurs both
within the ‘Football Fan’ platform, as well as the wider ecosystem of participating businesses and everyone connected
with the football industry.

© 2019-2022 Football Fan Ltd. All rights reserved.

3.3.1 Who, What and How
3.

The
Football
Fan App

Who

How

FanCoin® tokens can be used in many ways in the FanCoin®
ecosystem, both through innovative ideas from fans themselves
individually, and in collaboration with fellow fans, commercial
partners, businesses of all sizes, players, football clubs adopting
FanCoin® and reaching out to the new or existing fanbase.

Football fans can collect FanCoin® tokens as Rewards for
their contribution towards the creation of football-focused
content. These include photos, videos, podcasts, textual
updates, creation or participation in chat or banter rooms,
gaming, referrals, interactions with live football commentary
or statistics and more.

What
A pool of 1.5 billion FanCoin® tokens, i.e. 15% of the total supply
of FanCoin®, have been set aside for the ‘Football Fan’ user-base
to collect either as direct rewards by contributing to a variety
of activities supported by the platform, or as a P2P transfer, or as
commission offered for the professional services.

Large or medium or small-sized businesses, football
clubs/teams, professional or semi-professional players, trainers,
coaches, scouts, nutritionists or any other person directly or
indirectly connected with football can collect FanCoin® tokens whether for a contribution of content to the app, or as a
commercial arrangement between stakeholders or as P2P token
transfer.
The growing eco-system of the ‘Football Fan’ platform has
led to the realisation of innovative tradable assets like
collectibles, memorabilia, cards, merchandise or any other
asset as a unique NFT, tradeable using FanCoin® tokens.
These are implemented on a permissioned side-chain within
the ‘Football Fan’ platform supported marketplace.
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Football
Fans

3.

The
Football
Fan App

Small &
Medium
Businesses

Football
Professionals

Sports
Merchants
and
Retailers

Players
and
Influencers

Partners,
Clubs and
Leagues

Artefact 3.1: The Football Fan Platform Ecosystem
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3.4 The Marketplace – Business,
Partners Engagement Model
3.

The
Football
Fan App

The introduction of FanCoin® digital tokens together with the
‘Football Fan’ platform enables the potential for football
marketplace opportunities for Connected Businesses, including
sports merchants, eCommerce businesses; Partners, including
football clubs and their affiliates, media partners and the
numerous Large, Small and Medium Enterprises.
All Businesses – established as well as upcoming ones - and
Partners who are connected with the ‘Football Fan’ eco-system
not only benefit from a vibrant fanbase but also participate in
a sustainable B2C2B engagement model making it a valuable
proposition for all.
‘Football Fan’ together with FanCoin® token is further
implementing a permissioned sidechain complete with running
its own smart contract and consensus mechanism to codify
real-world contractual terms and immutability of assets
transactions representing as NFT.
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3.4.1 Who, What and How
Who

3.

The
Football
Fan App

FanCoin® digital token-based economics brings various
possibilities for sports businesses to participate in the
marketplace. Partners including football clubs, media,
professional or semi-professional football players and others,
reaching out to a dedicated and targeted fanbase for their
services, products or offerings, all supported by an intuitive
and immersive ‘Football Fan’ platform.

What
A total of 2.5 billion FanCoin® tokens - 25% of the total supply
of FanCoin® - have been set aside for business partners as
a means to participate in the growing ‘Football Fan’ ecosystem,
together with direct access to a vibrant fanbase for business
opportunities such as

How
ü Merchandise – Sports merchants participating in the
eco-system can sell their products direct to the fanbase
using FanCoin® tokens.

ü Football clubs and their affiliate businesses can offer
tickets sales, parking spaces sales, gaming, memorabilia,
collectibles, stickers/cards and more. They are able to
leverage the ‘Football Fan’ platform in exchange for FanCoin®
tokens. The user-base can also purchase additional FanCoin®
tokens within the app.

ü Advertisement – Businesses, both small and large, can
set up targeted campaigns and advertisements of their
product and services to the interested fanbase to realise
an additional marketing channel.

ü Streaming – Media partners and businesses, providers
of live or recorded media contents such as TV & Radio
shows, podcasts, webcasts and other football-focussed
content can stream it direct-to football fans across the
world in a commercial partnership arrangement with the
‘Football Fan’ platform.

ü Sales Channel – Established businesses and eCommerce
partners can connect with small/medium/large or even
local businesses, as listed on the `Football Fan’ platform,
to increase or scale up their sales & marketing channels, to
promote their products or services to users & partners
connected within the ecosystem. These include, but are not
limited to, match tickets, parking spaces around the stadium,
merchandise, memorabilia, player cards, gaming or more.

ü Marketing – The ‘Football Fan’ growing eco-system of
connected businesses, partners and fanbase provides a
focused and scalable platform for executing marketing
strategy and PR – e.g., football-focused blogs, podcasts,
press releases, talk shows, online – football oriented social
media marketing, promotion on supporters’ clubs, and
Partnerships – e.g., marketing exchange with new sports
brands or start-ups, with grass-root leagues or more.
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Football
Professionals

1.

Football focused gaming,
professional services, events
and recreational activities

2.

Ticketing, Promotional events
and targeted Sales & Marketing
campaigns to fan-base

3.

Streaming services including
premium contents, value
added services & subscriptions

4.

Sales and Marketing scale-up
with business-to-fans and
business-to-business
engagements

5.

Merchandise, eCommerce
and Sports themed
marketplace activities

6.

Marketing and Advertisement
including targeted campaign to
fan-base and involving players

Football
fans

3.

The
Football
Fan App

2
3

Players
and
Influencers

1

4

5

Small &
Medium
Businesses

6

Partners,
Clubs and
Leagues

[Private
Permissioned]

Sports
Merchants
and Retailers

Side-Chain

Artefact 3.4: The Football Fan Platform Marketplace
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4.1 FanCoin® Commercialisation
4.

FanCoin®
Token
Economics

An initial 2.5 billion FanCoin®, equivalent to 25%
of the total supply, is reserved for market
distribution. This constitutes allocation to existing
or new partnerships with the `Football Fan’, presale and sale allocation, accelerators, investors,
business & commercial partners of the `Football
Fan’ eco-system.
We strongly believe that the growth of
FanCoin® in its intrinsic valuation against
fiat currency should steadily increase as the
quality of services improves, the fanbase grows,
and the experience offered by the business
partners via the ecosystem improves.
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4.2 Value Economics – Businesses,
Partners and Investors

4.

FanCoin®
Token
Economics

The ‘Football Fan’ platform’s business model scales the ecosystem for connected Businesses and Partners, making
their products & services accessible to fans. All users and
stakeholders realise the value in participating in building and
scaling liquidity of FanCoin®.
The value derived from the FanCoin® token driven economy can
be summarised as:
ü Connected Businesses and Partners within the ‘Football
Fan’ ecosystem will be able to leverage the platform for
direct engagement with the fanbase, as well as businessto-business engagement in scaling their products &
services offering.

ü Users collect FanCoin® tokens for their content contribution
and various eligible interaction/engagement activities on
the ‘Football Fan’ platform. These FanCoin® tokens can then
be used for various e-commerce transactions, P2P transfers
and participation in gaming by individuals leading to
marketplace transactions in FanCoin® tokens.

ü Any commercial transactions on the ‘Football Fan’
platform will be initiated in FanCoin® tokens only and
may incur a transaction fee in FanCoin® depending
upon transaction type.
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5.1 Distribution
A total supply of 10,000,000,000 FanCoin®
has been allocated to be issued incrementally

15%

at various stages. The distribution percentages
5.

FanCoin®
Token
Issuance

and overall FanCoin® numbers (at 100% in
circulation) will be as follows:
ü 15% of the total FanCoin® supply, i.e., 1.5 billion FanCoin®
for ‘Football Fan’ app contributors, collecting FanCoin® tokens
as rewards for pre-defined app contributions.

ü 10% of the total FanCoin® supply, i.e., 1 billion FanCoin®
for contributors to Football Fan (the company), including
permanent and temporary staff, 3rd party contractors,
agencies or individuals directly contributing to the growth and
success of the business.

50%

App Contributors

Centralised
Reserve

10%

Company
Contributors

Distribution
of FanCoin®
Tokens

ü 25% of the total FanCoin® supply, i.e., 2.5 billion FanCoin®
for market supply, including pre-sale partnerships with
businesses, ICO or IEO sale during FanCoin® token launch
at the exchange(s). This will also be for early stage partners
and accelerator programmes towards building the
ecosystem.

ü 50% of the total FanCoin® supply, i.e., 50 billion FanCoin®

25%

Market Supply

retained as a centralised reserve for incremental injection into
the market, and for future partnerships and collaboration
opportunities to aide growth and expansion.
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5.2 Pre-sale & Sale FanCoin® Allocation
5.

FanCoin®
Token
Issuance

Before the public launch of FanCoin® digital tokens on
exchange(s) for trading, the ‘Football Fan’ team will further
strengthen the existing ecosystem of the growing fanbase, and
the professionals, businesses and partners involved with the
company with an offer of pre-sale or private FanCoin® token
allocation. These initiatives include but are not limited to:

ü Connected businesses with formal partnerships leveraging
FanCoin® ecosystem and the ‘Football Fan’ platform for
marketing, sales and business activities directly to dedicated
fans on the platform.

ü Media and Distribution partners seeking to reach out to the
fanbase with offers of subscriptions and other free or
premium media services in exchange for FanCoin® tokens.
The partners will benefit from a vibrant marketplace, whereby
content created/curated by the fanbase can also be traded
in exchange for FanCoin® tokens.

ü Private partnership agreements with
connected businesses, partners, football clubs, leagues
and their affiliates engaging in marketing, advertising, sales
and brand promotional activities through use of the FanCoin®
tokens.

ü Private or angel or institutional investors or accelerator
programmes seeking to invest in the ‘Football Fan’
platform and its ecosystem will be encouraged to leverage
the FanCoin® ecosystem to pursue their interests.
‘Football Fan’ remains dedicated to its fanbase and is
committed to safeguarding its core ethos of maintaining a fanowned, and fan-led model.
These opportunities will help to keep the core values of ‘Football
Fan’ and its users’ best interests.
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6.1 The TRON Blockchain
TRON is an ambitious project dedicated to the
establishment of a truly decentralized Internet

6.

and its infrastructure. The TRON Protocol, one of
the largest blockchain-based operating systems in

FanCoin®
Network

the world, offers public blockchain support of high
throughput, high scalability, and high availability for
all Decentralized Applications (DApps) in the TRON
ecosystem. The July 2018 acquisition of BitTorrent
further cemented TRON’s leadership in pursuing a
decentralized ecosystem.5

In the words of the founders of the
TRON decentralised blockchain platform:
‘We aim to build a TRON ecosystem
that everyone can participate in and
benefit from.’
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6.

FanCoin®
Network

Some of the features of TRON are:

ü Users can reduce costs, enjoy convenience,
and build applications using different DApp
functions deployed in TRON.

ü Developers have a vast range of rights
including deploying DApp in TRON net,
expanding business and gaining traction
as influencers and thought leaders.

ü Network witnesses demonstrate support
for TRON and its abundant returns.

TRON operates on the principle of assigning 27
Super Representatives, who are the bookkeepers on
the TRON network. They are responsible for the verification
and packing of all transaction data broadcasted on the
network. Background information of the SoRs are posted
on the TRON network for public access, and the most
convenient way to check out the list of SoRs and their
information is by using TRON’s Blockchain explorer.
TRON uses a PoS consensus model, which will allow TRON
to be the primary blockchain platform for daily scenes.
After thorough research, with current technologies in the
field of blockchain, TRON network founders have come
to believe that, to achieve high-speed data processing,
a compromise has to be made to the degree of
decentralisation. TRON is confident that a DPoS
consensus will meet all future demands.
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6.

FanCoin®
Network

6.1.1 The TRC-10 Token Standard –
Fungible Token (FT)
TRC-10 is a technical token standard supported by the TRON
blockchain natively. The simplicity of implementation, lower
transaction fees and accessibility from both API-based and
Smart Contract make the TRC-10 standard an interesting and
effective solution to base the FanCoin® token implementation.

TRC 10

In the TRON network, every account is capable of issuing
tokens at the expense of 1024 TRX. Users can lock their tokens
in separately. To issue tokens, the issuer needs to specify
a token name, total capitalization, the exchange rate to
TRX, circulation duration, description, website, maximum
bandwidth points consumption per account, total
bandwidth points consumption, and token freeze.
A quick comparison of TRC10 standard with TRC20 and
other standards can be summarised as:4

© 2019-2022 Football Fan Ltd. All rights reserved.

6.

FanCoin®
Network

6.1.2 Permissioned Side Chain –
Non-Fungible Token (NFT)
The permissioned, using cryptographic encrypted
certificates, is an implementation alongside the introduction
of the FanCoin® token transactions TRC10 contract running on
TRON main-net blockchain. The Permissioned sidechain is
a private blockchain capable of deploying smart contracts
complete with flexible definitions of business rules, assets
and participants.
This blockchain-enabled sidechain allows the ‘Football Fan’
platform to extend its capability in defining marketplace
projects. This is a niche concept where users of the ‘Football
Fan’ - either individuals like fans, professionals or connected
businesses or partners - can create their own business ideas
into codified business logic. These are then deployed as
smart contracts within the sidechain, together with a
decision-making process leveraging the FanCoin® token
as stakes – PoS by participants.

The permissioned blockchain also enables the core
platform with the capability to define non-fungible
assets as defined within the smart contract. This extends
the ‘Football Fan’ platform to define, operate and trade
as NFT’s all within the side-chain platform.
The ‘Football Fan’ app performs a pivotal role as the
bridge between the permissioned sidechain and FanCoin®
token transactions executing on the TRON main-net
blockchain. In other words, the ‘Football Fan’ app itself
will serve as the oracle connecting the two running
blockchains, performing the transactions, ability to
audit and cross-blockchain interoperability.

© 2019-2022 Football Fan Ltd. All rights reserved.

Key features of the Permissioned
sidechain are:
ü Allows codification of business rules or contractual

6.

FanCoin®
Network

agreements in terms of smart contracts running on
the sidechain.

ü Extends the core capabilities of the ‘Football Fan’ platform,
i.e., fan-led activities to be recorded on the sidechain as an
immutable record of entries leading to FanCoin® rewards.

ü Allows embedding of simple contractual agreements within
the sidechain, with FanCoin® token allocations adhering to
the smart-contract business logic.

ü Opens the possibilities for defining marketplace projects,
capturing contract rules, participants and permissions,
bespoke transactions and many more functionalities.

ü Pluggable consensus algorithms, starting with PoS and
with DPoS voting allowing automated decision making
and transaction finality.

ü Leverage the FanCoin® tokens as the vehicle for eligible
commercial transactions, decision-making (e.g., staking
of FanCoin®), and FanCoin® Exchange, Transfers or
Commissions based on the Smart-contract business rules.
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6.

FanCoin®
Network

Football
fans

[Public
TRC10]
FanCoin
TRC10 Token – ‘Pegged’
against TRON – TRX
Token economics –
FanCoin® based
monetisation

Football
Influencers
Football
Clubs &
Partners

Football
Fan App
Football
Professionals
Businesses – SME
and
Large
Sports/eSports
Merchants &
eCommerce

[Permissioned,
Private] Side-Chain
Blockchain
Assets – Creation /Registration,
Ownership /Transfers, Auditing
Business Contracts – B2B, B2C, C2B
and P2P - Marketplace
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) – TRC10
<-> TRC721

Artefact 6.1.2: Permissioned Sidechain and Consensus across inter-Blockchain transactions
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1. What is ‘Football Fan’?

7.

FAQ

‘Football Fan’ is a dedicated app-based football platform for
everyone who is connected with football to discover, connect,
collaborate and interact with like-minded people. It has a
proprietary concept of rewarding its contributors for all forms
of fan-led eligible activities within the platform with unique
tokens called FanCoin®.
The ‘Football Fan’ app offers a seamless blend of SportsTech
with various business opportunities for the football industry such
as merchandise, advertising, ticketing, parking, travel, streaming,
gaming and content thus, opening the door to greater
interactivity, collaboration, communication and personalisation.

2. What is FanCoin®?
FanCoin® is Football Fan’s proprietary concept of rewarding its
contributors for all forms of fan-led eligible activities within the
platform with unique digital tokens. Technically, FanCoin® digital
token is a fungible digital asset that is used as a medium of
exchange inside the ‘Football Fan’ eco-system, serving its fanbase
and its growing community.
Some of those eligible activities FanCoin® rewards include posting
photos, videos, podcasts, textual updates, creation or participation
in chat or banter rooms, gaming, referrals, interactions with live
football commentary or statistics and more.
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3. Is FanCoin® stored on a blockchain?

7.

FAQ

Yes, FanCoin® is a fungible digital token and is stored on a
blockchain. This is to ensure that FanCoin® transactions are
committed to the distributed nodes in the blockchain network,
making FanCoin® transactions fully auditable, final & immutable
– i.e., can’t be altered, and secured by cryptographically
signed transactions.

4. Which blockchain will be used to store FanCoin®?
After carefully analysing various blockchains and assessing
building our own blockchain, we have decided to use TRON
blockchain as our preferred blockchain to store FanCoin®.

5. What can FanCoin® holders do with it?
The ‘Football Fan’ app together with the FanCoin® token, creates
a rich ecosystem where FanCoin® becomes the default means
of the transaction on the platform between anyone who uses
the platform. Some of the examples of such transactions are:

• Play games using FanCoin®.
• Buy merchandise using FanCoin®.
It is football’s new digital currency, with the vision of it being
accepted to for various digital transactions within and outside
the football industry.

6. Will users have a FanCoin® wallet and where
will it be?
Yes, all the registered users on the ‘Football Fan’ platform will
have a secure wallet, which they can access via their respective
accounts on the ‘Football Fan’ app.

7. Can FanCoin® holders trade FanCoin® on a
crypto exchange?
FanCoin® token is not a cryptocurrency as such. It is a digital
fungible token and cannot be traded on any crypto exchange at
this stage. Should we make it available on an exchange, we will
inform our users and stakeholders at that time.

8. Can one convert their assets into NFT on the
‘Football Fan’ platform?
Yes. The ‘Football Fan’ platform offers a fully managed NFT
solution from converting their digital or physical asset into an
NFT, listing, transaction and ownership transfer via the ‘Football
Fan’ marketplace.

9. Can one buy NFT on the ‘Football Fan’ platform?
Yes. The ‘Football Fan’ platform offers a fully managed NFT
solution for anyone who would like to own an NFT that is listed
on the ‘Football Fan’ marketplace including ownership transfer.
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FAQ

10. Who can join or use ‘Football Fan’?

13. What does a fan-led platform mean?

The fan-owned football platform is not only for fans, but it
is for everyone connected with football from clubs to players
to influencers to journalists and businesses of all size.

The ‘Football Fan’ platform is driven by the fans where they
post their football-focussed content such as videos, photos,
podcasts, create or join chat rooms, follow live scores, latest
news from various football leagues and cups from around
the world.

11. How can I use the ‘Football Fan’ platform?
Our website https://footballfanapp.com is a corporate
informational website and all the ‘Football Fan’ platform
functionalities can be accessed via our app.
The ‘Football Fan’ app is available to download worldwide
from iOS and Android app stores for free.
App download links:

• Android app download link
• iOS app download link

12. What is a fan-owned platform mean?
‘Football Fan’ is a unique platform that is owned by fans
by owning equity shares in the platform from around the
world. It was oversubscribed by 314% in the crowdfunding
campaign on Crowdcube, making fans part of this growing
football eco-system.

14. Where is ‘Football Fan’ located?
Football Fan Limited is a company incorporated in England
and Wales with company registration number 11927595. The
registered office address is 5a-7a St. James's Road, Croydon,
CR0 2SB, United Kingdom and the trading address is City Point,
1 Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW, United Kingdom.

15. Who owns IP rights for the ‘Football Fan’
platform and FanCoin®?
Football Fan Limited owns IP rights to the ‘Football Fan’ platform
and FanCoin® including trademark rights to the word FanCoin®.

16. How can we get in touch with the company?
Please get in touch with us for any feedback, support or any
other query by emailing us at support@footballfanapp.com.
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